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Abstract— Sequential decision-making can be formulated as
a text-conditioned video generation problem, where a video
planner, guided by a text-defined goal, generates future frames
visualizing planned actions, from which control actions are
subsequently derived. In this work, we introduce Active Re-
gion Video Diffusion for Universal Policies (ARDuP), a novel
framework for video-based policy learning that emphasizes the
generation of active regions, i.e. potential interaction areas,
enhancing the conditional policy’s focus on interactive areas
critical for task execution. This innovative framework integrates
active region conditioning with latent diffusion models for video
planning and employs latent representations for direct action
decoding during inverse dynamic modeling. By utilizing motion
cues in videos for automatic active region discovery, our method
eliminates the need for manual annotations of active regions.
We validate ARDuP’s efficacy via extensive experiments on
simulator CLIPort and the real-world dataset BridgeData v2,
achieving notable improvements in success rates and generating
convincingly realistic video plans.

I. INTRODUCTION

One critical objective of robotic learning is building a
universal agent capable of performing a vast number of tasks
across a diverse set of environments. Achieving this goal is
challenging as the definition of a particular state or action
may vary based on the task description. For instance, the
state and action space of a robot tasked with navigating
through a cluttered warehouse is differently defined than
a robot whose purpose is to assemble intricate machinery.
These variations demand a policy that not only provides a
universal representation of the state space but also precisely
identifies the actions necessary for any given task.

One promising direction is jointly using video and text
descriptions to define a generalized state and action space.
In these scenarios, a video generator is employed as a
planner, which produces a sequential trajectory of frames
as states given a text description of the immediate goal and
an initial visual representation of the environment. Once the
trajectory is generated, a policy conditioned on this trajectory
(sequence of frames) is learned to infer the action taken
between adjacent frames. The intuition is that using videos
to represent the state space enables greater generalization
across various tasks and environments. Recently, there has
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Fig. 1: Given the task text and initial frame, we aim to
generate a video as a planner. With active region conditioning
(bottom left), our method ARDuP generates frames where
the robot arm successfully picks up the white block (bottom),
unlike the incorrect targeting of a purple block when w/o
active region input (top), showing ARDuP’s effectiveness in
producing task-aligned video sequences.

been considerable progress made in this field, with notable
works [1], [2], [3] demonstrating success in tasks such as
robot navigation and manipulation. However, these methods
often struggle to solve the task because they generate videos
treating all pixels uniformly, often focusing on the wrong
areas and neglecting to model pixels that are important for
the policy. This can result in errors in generated frames, such
as those seen on the top right of Figure 1. The robot picks up
the wrong block (purple block) and can still reduce the loss
in later frames by simply changing the color of the block to
match the text description (e.g., changing purple to white).

To address this, our key insight is that only certain regions
are important to solve the task; and these active regions,
which represent areas where objects are being interacted
with, contain critical context that helps to counteract the
errors seen in prior work. By emphasizing active regions
during generation, we align the policy’s attention to objects
referred to by the given task description. As shown in
Figure 1, our framework identifies the arm and the white
box as active regions, which is highlighted in the image on
the bottom left. This knowledge is then used to guide the
video generation. As a result of this guidance, our approach
successfully learns a policy to pick up the white block, while
the baseline approach selects a purple block.

Formally, we propose Active Region Video Diffusion for
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Fig. 2: Overview of our Active Region Video Diffusion for Universal Policies (ARDuP). Starting with a video, we
use Co-Tracker to identify moving points at the initial frame, which SAM then uses to generate pseudo masks of active
regions. These pseudo masks delineate the pseudo active region, serving as supervision for training our Latent Active Region
Diffusion Model. The generated latent active region informs the Latent Video Diffusion Model, resulting in a synthesized
video latent sequence. Finally, the Latent Inverse Dynamic Model decodes the generated latent sequence into a corresponding
action sequence.

Universal Policies (ARDuP), as shown in Figure 2. ARDuP
consists of the following key components: 1) decomposed
video generation via (a) a latent active region diffusion model
to generate the active region proposals, and (b) a latent video
diffusion model which conditions on the given active region
context to generate future trajectory latent codes; and 2) an
inverse dynamics model to decode the synthesized trajectory
latent codes into an action sequence.

Since the ground truth active region is not available in the
real-world scenario, we generate pseudo active regions from
videos for training. Specifically, we employ Co-Tracker [4],
a pre-trained dense point tracking model, to identify moving
trajectories. These moving points are fed to SAM [5] to
produce pseudo masks of active regions. This eliminates the
need for manual annotations. In addition, we implement our
video planner and inverse dynamics module in the latent
space, which further reduces the computational cost.

We evaluate our method on public benchmarks, includ-
ing the simulator CLIPort [6], and the real-world dataset
Bridgev2 [7]. Specifically, we outperform the baseline by
21.3%, 17.2%, and 15.7% for the Place Bowl, Pack Object,
and Pack Pair tasks, respectively. We also conduct a detailed
ablation study to illustrate the benefits of our proposed
modules. The main contributions of this work are as follows:

• We propose a novel formulation for video-based policy
learning that focuses on the generation of active regions,
enhancing the conditional policy’s attention to interac-

tive areas critical for task execution.
• We introduce ARDuP, a latent framework that integrates

active region conditioning with latent diffusion models
for video planning, and adopt latent representations for
direct action decoding via inverse dynamics modeling.
By utilizing motion cues in videos for automatic active
region discovery, our method eliminates the need for
manual annotations of active regions.

• We validate ARDuP’s efficacy via extensive experi-
ments on CLIPort and real-world dataset BridgeData
v2, achieving notable improvements in success rates and
generating convincingly realistic video plans.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Video Diffusion Models for Decision Making

Recent advancements in diffusion models have led to their
application across various decision-making problems [8],
[9], [10], [11]. For instance, Diffuser [12] developed an
unconditional diffusion model to generate trajectories com-
prising states and actions based on joints. As a pioneering
approach, UniPi [2] casts the decision-making problem as a
text-conditioned video generation problem and uses a video
diffusion model as a universal policy. Extending UniPi, [13]
leverages dense correspondence for action inference. And [1]
incorporates VLMs with video diffusion models to facilitate
the generation of long-horizon video plans. Existing works
usually use the video diffusion model to generate every



pixel indifferently of the videos. In comparison, we propose
to emphasize the generation of task-relevant objects, which
leads to policy more aligned with the task requirements.

B. Active Region for Vision and Robotics

Active objects are objects being manipulated by the user
and are important to the action being performed [14]. The
idea that some regions are more important than others has
been investigated in First Person Vision [15] and egocen-
tric activity recognition [16], [17], [18]. In contrast, active
regions for video-based policy is under-explored. We empha-
size active regions in video generation and align the policy’s
attention to active regions based on the task text. Since the
ground truth active region is not available in real world, we
generate pseudo-active regions from videos via dense point
tracking [4] and SAM [5] to eliminate manual labeling.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Preliminaries

Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) [19] play a crucial
role in finding a solution for sequential decision-making
problems. However, scaling algorithms that solve MDPs to
diverse environments is challenging. This is because there is
no standardized way to define states of the MDP as well as
the difficulty defining an appropriate reward structure and the
reliance of MDPs on environment-specific dynamics models.

The Unified Predictive Decision Process (UPDP) is intro-
duced in [2] and aims to solve the issues that arise with an
MDP. They do this by (1) using video as their state space, (2)
utilizing recent advances [20] in text-to-image understanding
to use text to define the goal instead of an arbitrary reward
and (3) developing a task-agnostic planning algorithm to find
the action instead of relying on a predefined dynamics model.
These three features enable UPDPs to scale across a wide
variety of tasks in a way that MDPs cannot.

Formally, a UPDP is a tuple G = (X , C, H, ρ), where X
is the observation space and each x0, x1, . . . , xH ∈ X is
an RGB frame, C is the set of task descriptions, H is the
task length and ρ(·|x0, c) is a conditional video generator
that synthesizes an H-step video {xh}Hh=1 ∈ ∆(XH), where
x1, x2, . . . , xH are predicted future frames conditioned on
the first ground truth frame x0 and the task description c.

Given a UPDP G, an action prediction algorithm is
defined as µ(·|{xh}Hh=0, c) → ∆(AH), where AH repre-
sents an H-step action. This algorithm outputs an action
sequence that aligns with the provided trajectory {xh}Hh=1

in the UPDP G for the task c. This algorithm is trained
offline assuming access to a dataset of existing experi-
ences D = {(xi, ai)H−1

i=0 , xH , c}. Given D, ρ(·|x0, c) and
π(·|{xh}Hh=0, c) can be estimated.

B. Latent Unified Predictive Decision Process conditioned
on Active Region (LUPDP-AR)

In the UPDP framework, the success of a task heavily
relies on the action prediction algorithm, µ(·|{xh}Hh=0, c).
The action prediction, in turn, is conditioned on the images
generated in the video generation stage. However, not all

pixels generated in the video have an equal impact on the
action. Active regions, which are typically objects that are
the most likely to be interacted with, are more likely to have
an impact on the action. By prioritizing focus on generation
of the active regions we can better align the predicted
actions with the task description c. We introduce an enhanced
version of UPDP, which we call LUPDP-AR (Latent Unified
Predictive Decision Process conditioned on Active Region).
LUPDP-AR introduces active region conditioning to the
video generator to foster a more interaction-aware policy.

Formally, an LUPDP-AR is defined as a tuple Ĝ =
(X̂ , C, Ô, H, ϕ), where X̂ and Ô represent the latent spaces
for RGB frames and active region frames, respectively. A
frame encoder E(·) is adopted to map both RGB frames
and active regions into these latent spaces [21]. ϕ is a
latent conditional generator that synthesizes an H-step latent
trajectory {x̂h}Hh=1 ∈ ∆(X̂H).

To ensure the accuracy of the active region in the generated
trajectory we propose to condition the generator on the
active region of the initial frame. Unlike the original UPDP,
LUPDP-AR conditions on the latent representation of the
active region ô ∈ Ô as well as the latent of the initial frame
x̂0 ∈ X̂ and the task description c, instead of conditioning
on just the original frame x0 and the task description c. We
define this new video generator as ϕ(·|x̂0, c, ô). Condition-
ing on active regions focuses the video generation process
leading to more accurate actions for task completion.

To capture the active region in the initial frame, we define
an active region generator as ψ(ô|x̂0, c) : X̂ × C → Ô,
which generates the latent of the active region ô based on
the latent of the first frame x̂0 and the task description
c. Intuitively, our methodology decomposes the challenging
trajectory generation by generating the active region of the
initial frame first, followed by the generation of the full
sequence under the guidance of the active region.

Given an LUPDP-AR Ĝ, we define a latent conditioned ac-
tion prediction algorithm π(·|{x̂h}Hh=0, c) → ∆(AH) where
AH is an H-step action sequence. π only requires the latent
of the generated images as input. This eliminates the need
to generate RGB frames or decode a latent image, which is
required in existing techniques such as [1], [2], [3]. We can
still use a decoder, R, to visually interpret the results, but it
is not necessary for the action generation.

IV. ACTIVE REGION VIDEO DIFFUSION FOR UNISERSAL
POLICIES (ARDUP)

In this section, we will describe the details of our ap-
proach, Active Region Video Diffusion for Universal Policies
(ARDuP), a tailored instantiation of the conditional diffusion
models within our proposed LUPDP-AR framework. First,
ARDuP finds the active region (Sec IV-A). Next, ARDuP uti-
lizes a video generator conditioned on the active region as
well as the language instruction and the initial frame to
predict the future frames for the episode (Sec IV-B). Finally,
given the generated video frames, ARDuP employs a latent
inverse dynamic model to determine the actions the robot
should take to complete the task (Sec IV-C).



A. Active Region Generator

1) Active Region Supervision from Videos: As discussed
in III-B, the key idea of our framework is to decompose
the video generator ρ(·|x0, c) into an active region gen-
erator ψ(ô|x̂0, c) and a new video generator ϕ(·|x̂0, c, ô)
conditioned on the active regions. To train our active region
generator without manual labeling, we propose to construct
an active region dataset DO = {x̂0, c, ô} from video demon-
strations by a large pre-trained dense point tracking model to
pinpoint areas of significant activity throughout the episode.
By doing so, we can identify pseudo masks for active regions
in each initial frame from D. The process of obtaining the
active region from videos is shown in Figure 2.

Formally, given a video V = {xh}Hh=0, we first obtain
dense point trajectories P through a dense point tracking
model Fp. While any dense point tracking model can be used
we adopt Co-Tracker [4] pretrained on real-world videos due
to its efficiency [4]. Co-Tracker divides the initial frame into
an M ×M grid and tracks each point across H +1 frames.
We denote the obtained dense point trajectories set as P =
Fp(V), where |P| = M ×M is the size of all dense point
trajectories. Each point trajectory consists of a single point’s
location from timestep 0 to H .

Given all point trajectories P , we find the moving point
trajectories by analyzing the change in pixel location. For
each point trajectory p ∈ P , we compute the absolute
movement ∆ph between two adjacent frames at timestep
h and h− 1 as:

∆ph = ||ph − ph−1||2, for h = 1, . . . ,H (1)

where ph and ph−1 are the point coordinates at time h and
h − 1, respectively. The average movement ∆p̄ of a point
trajectory over H timesteps is given by:

∆p̄ =
1

H

H∑
h=1

∆ph (2)

To identify moving point trajectories that exhibit signifi-
cant displacement, we apply a selection criterion based on τ
an average movement threshold, denoted by τ as follows:

Pm = {p ∈ P|∆p̄ > τ} (3)

where τ is a pre-selected threshold. Pm denotes the set of
selected points whose average movement exceeds τ . We then
obtain coordinates of these points at the initial frame from
Pm and denote this set as P0.

To generate the pseudo masks M for the active region
at the initial frame, we feed the initial frame x0 into the
segmentation anything model (SAM) [5] and prompt SAM
with the coordinates at the initial frame P0.

Given the derived pseudo mask M of the active regions,
we define the pseudo active region frame o at the initial frame
x0 as follows:

o = x0 ◦M+ xb ◦ (1−M) (4)

, where ◦ is element-wise multiplication and xb is a back-
ground frame with entirely white pixels. This process allows

us to bypass the need for manual labeling. Finally, we apply
the pretrained image encoder E from Stable Diffusion [21]
to generate the latent representation of the active region ô.

2) Latent Active Region Diffusion: Once we have con-
structed our dataset DO we define a model to identify the
active region at test time. ARDuP adopts a conditioned
latent diffusion model ψ(ô|x̂o, c; θψ) to accomplish this. The
diffusion model takes as input both a textual description of
a task and the latent representation of the initial frame and
outputs the active region. It is necessary to use both inputs
because only together can the model accurately pinpoint
areas of potential interaction. Without the frame, the model
would not know where items are positioned and without the
text description, the model would not understand the context
of the task.

Diffusion models are flexible, which enables the model
to select many possible active regions. This flexibility is
important because there are often many ways to complete a
task and we want a model that encompasses this uncertainty.
For example, in a task described as “put blue blocks into the
box”, any unplaced blue block can be identified as a valid
active region. This flexibility is particularly beneficial in dy-
namic environments where multiple paths to task completion
may exist.

During inference, we generate the active region using the
trained active region generator ψ(ô|x̂o, c; θψ). The generated
active region, along with the provided text and initial frame,
is then input into the video planner ϕ(·|x̂0, c, ô; θϕ) for
generating the latent sequence, as detailed below.

B. Universal Video Planner conditioned on Active Region

Motivated by the advances of text-to-video models [22],
we develop a latent video diffusion model to serve as our
trajectory planner. This module is designed to accurately
generate future video latent representations based on an
initial frame and a textual description of the task at hand
as well as the active region.

Different from previous works, our proposed video gen-
eration model, ϕ(·|x̂0, c, ô; θϕ), integrates the active region
alongside the initial frame and text description for condi-
tioning. The key insight is that by guiding our model with
the active region, it can focus its generation efforts on areas
crucial to the described task, enhancing the relevance and
precision of the generated sequence.

To perform this integration, we concatenate each frame’s
latent with the latent of the active region ô. We do this in
addition to the concatenation of the active region latent with
the latent of the initial frame x̂0. This dual concatenation
strategy ensures that, the model’s denoising process for each
frame aligns not only with the initial observation but also
with the active region latents.

During inference, the input active region of
ϕ(·|x̂0, c, ô; θϕ) is generated from the trained active
region generator ψ(ô|x̂o, c; θψ) given input text and initial
frame. During training of ϕ(·|x̂0, c, ô; θϕ), the input active
region is obtained from the training videos as detailed
above.



Fig. 3: Qualitative comparison of the generated video plans on CLIPort [6] unseen test tasks. Our method successfully
generates a video that packs the white block, while the counterpart w/o active region generates frames that pick the wrong
object (the red block) or fails to correctly generate the arm position for grasping objects. We demonstrate higher visual
quality, especially around objects of interest, thanks to the guidance provided by our active regions.

C. Task Specific Action Decoding from Latent Sequence

Finally, we train a compact, task-specific latent inverse
dynamics model to convert synthesized latent sequences
directly into action sequences.

1) Latent Inverse Dynamics Model: Given two adjacent
generated frame latents x̂h and x̂h+1, our latent inverse
dynamics module predicts the action ah. The training of
the inverse dynamics is independent of the video planner
and can be done on a separate, smaller, and potentially
suboptimal dataset generated by a simulator. Both the video
planner and the inverse dynamics model utilize the same
encoder E to map the RGB frame into the latent space.
This ensures a consistent latent embedding space for both
the video generation and the action decoding phases.

During inference, we decode actions directly from latent
frames. Our latent-based inverse dynamic design represents a
significant advancement over the existing RGB-based inverse
dynamic models [2], [1], [3], which rely on RGB frames
for action decoding. A main challenge with training video
diffusion models to output RGB frames directly is the
computational cost. Our latent dynamics module, on the other
hand, bypasses the need to generate RGB frames because it
can compute the action directly from the latent. This strategy
not only streamlines the decoding process but also makes
ARDuP’s architecture more efficient and compact. For the
purpose of visual interpretability, we can still employ the
decoder R to transform these synthesized latents back into

RGB frames if necessary.
2) Action Execution: During the execution phase of

ARDuP, we start with x0 and c. Next we generate the active
region latent ô, followed by the synthesis of H-step latent
sequence. The generated latents are then fed into our trained
latent inverse dynamics model to produce the corresponding
H actions. To enhance computational efficiency, we employ
an open-loop control strategy by sequentially performing
actions from the initially predicted action sequence.

V. EXPERIMENTS

In the following sections, we evaluate our method on two
public robot manipulation datasets, CLIPort [6] and Bridge-
Data v2 [7]. First, we describe the implementation details
in Sec. V-A. In Sec. V-B we evaluate the generalization
ability of our method across multiple tasks. We provide these
results on CLIPort. Sec. V-C demonstrates the transfer ability
of our method to real-world complex scenarios. We report
results on BridgeData v2. Finally, an ablation study and a
comprehensive analysis are provided in Sec. V-D.

A. Implementation Details

For the active region generation, we use Co-Tracker [4],
which requires a grid size to determine the total number
of points to track. ARDuP uses a grid size of M = 60.
We also set a threshold τ = 2 for the minimum movement
of a point trajectory to be considered active. We conduct
data preprocessing of connected component labeling and



Fig. 4: Qualitative comparison of the generated video plans on BridgeData v2 [7]. Our method successfully picks up
the correct object (sushi) or places the object in the appropriate location (in the cup or colander), while the UniPi* baseline
selects the wrong object (cucumber) or places it incorrectly (on the desk), showing the advantage of our method.

analysis to retain pseudo masks for manipulated objects
while excluding those of the robot arm. The encoder E
and decoder R are trained using a variational autoencoder
as described in Stable Diffusion [21]. Images are resized
to 512×512 when fed into the encoder, and the encoder
produces a latent representation of shape 128×128×4. The
diffusion models and the inverse dynamic model are trained
from scratch on 8 A100 GPUs.

To find the active region, we utilize the T5-XXL
model [23] and a modified UNet architecture from [24].
We use the same architecture for the latent video diffusion
model but utilize the temporal modules modification pro-
posed in [13] for generating H = 6 frame latents. We adopt
a learning rate of 3×10−4 and a batch size of 96 for training.

Our latent inverse dynamic model consists of convolu-
tional layers with skip connections followed by a linear
layer to project features into 7-dimensional action vectors
for manipulation tasks. This latent action decoder is trained
with a learning rate of 5× 10−4 and a batch size of 3072.

TABLE I: Success rate in completing tasks across multiple
environments in CLIPort [6]. When trained across various
multi-task environments, our approach shows strong gener-
alization capabilities to unseen environments, significantly
outperforming the UniPi baseline [2]. UniPi* is reproduced
based on the reference code provided by the authors.

Model Place Bowl Pack Object Pack Pair

State + Transformer BC [25] 9.8 21.7 1.3
Image + Transformer BC [25] 5.3 5.7 7.8
Image + TT [26] 4.9 19.8 2.3
Diffuser [12] 14.8 15.9 10.5

UniPi* [2] 65.4 51.8 30.9
Ours 86.7(+21.3) 69.0(+17.2) 46.6(+15.7)

B. Multi-Environment Transfer on CLIPort

Setup. CLIPort [6] is an extended benchmark of
language-grounded tasks for manipulation in the simulator
Ravens [27]. We train our models on 110k demonstrations
spanning 11 distinct tasks and evaluate on 3 unseen tasks
in CLIPort. Testing on 3 unseen tasks allows us to evaluate
the model’s ability to generalize to new tasks. We follow the



multi-environment transfer setup in UniPi [2]. We report the
final task completion success rate across new instances of
the test environment and associated language prompts.

Baseline. UniPi [2] generates RGB video frames and
employs an RGB-based inverse dynamic model. We provide
results on our reproduction of UniPi based on the reference
code provided by the authors, denoted as UniPi*. We aim
to match the number of in-domain training demonstrations.
Nevertheless, the performance discrepancy could still be the
result of differences in training data, as the training and pre-
training data for UniPi is not publicly available. Additionally,
we also compare with the same set of imitation learning
baselines listed in [2]. We refer readers to the original paper
for a detailed description of the baselines.

Results. In Table I, we show the performance of our
method in comparison to established baselines on three
unseen tasks in CLIPort. Notably, our method significantly
improves the success rate over the UniPi baseline by 21.3%,
17.2%, and 15.7% for the Place Bowl, Pack Object, and
Pack Pair tasks, respectively. This performance is driven by
better generation as a result of our active region-conditioned
diffusion models and improved execution produced by the
latent inverse dynamics module. We visualize generated
video plans in Figure 3, highlighting the visual improve-
ments of ARDuPover a counterpart model without active
region conditioning. The counterpart is the same latent video
diffusion model as ours except for conditioning on the
active region. Using an active region results in higher visual
quality, especially around objects of interest. For example,
our method successfully generates a video that packs the
white block, while the counterpart generates frames that
either pick the wrong object or fail to correctly generate the
arm position.

C. Real-world Transfer on BridgeData v2

Setup. BridgeData v2 [7] is a large and diverse real-world
dataset for robotic manipulation. Bridge’s examples demon-
strate a wide variety of skills using a large number of unique
objects in diverse environments. This dataset includes 60,096
trajectories with natural language instructions, gathered from
24 different environments using a widely accessible, cost-
effective robot. We use 95% of the data for training and the
rest for evaluation.

Results. As illustrated in Figure 4, our method is able to

TABLE II: Effect of Active Region Quality on Performance.
The higher-quality active region during training and testing
phases, the more improvement in task success rates, high-
lighting the significance of the active region.

AR (Trn) AR (Test) Video Planner Setting Place Bowl Pack Object Pack Pair

- - w/o Active Region 83.4 67.7 38.0

Unsupervised Predicted +Active Region 86.7 69.0 46.6
∆ +3.3 +1.3 +8.6

Supervised Predicted +Active Region 93.3 79.6 51.7
∆ +9.9 +11.9 +13.7

Supervised GT +Active Region 100.0 92.1 62.8
∆ +16.6 +24.4 +24.8

w/   active region

w/o active region
Task Loss

Step

Fig. 5: Task Loss on CLIPort [6] test set. Our method
(green) shows significantly lower task loss compared to
that without the active region (red), underscoring the active
region’s role in enhancing generation quality.

Fig. 6: Visualization of pseudo active region in BridgeData
v2. We visualize the dense point trajectories and the obtained
pseudo masks of the active region in BridgeData v2 [7].

generate realistic video plans that effectively handle chaotic
environments, diverse language instructions, and varying
camera poses. In the examples shown, our approach is
continuously able to pick up the correct object and place
it in the correct location. In contrast, the UniPi baseline
often selects the wrong object and places it incorrectly.
For example in the top example instead of picking up
the sushi the UniPi baseline picks up a cucumber. In the
bottom example, our method successfully finds the colander
while the UniPi baseline places the banana back on the
table. These results showcase the robust adaptability of our
method across a wide range of complex real-world scenarios,
highlighting its superior performance in understanding tasks
in challenging settings.

Figure 6 showcases the high-quality pseudo masks gener-
ated by our method in real video scenarios. This is achieved
without the need for manual annotations. This visualization
underscores the effectiveness of our approach in accurately
identifying moving objects directly from video data.

D. Ablation Study

1) Quantitative evaluation of generation quality for con-
trol tasks: To quantitatively evaluate the video generation
quality for control-specific tasks, we propose a generation
metric named task loss. Our task loss is calculated by feeding
the generated video latents into our pre-trained latent inverse
dynamic module for action decoding and then computing
the L1 error between the decoded actions and the ground
truth actions. Task loss provides a metric for how well



the generated video is aligned with the expected action
sequence. A visual comparison of the task loss curves for the
CLIPort test set is shown in Figure 5. The green curve which
represents our model when conditioned on active regions
has a significantly lower task loss than the red line, which
is the counterpart with no active region input. This result
emphasizes the active region’s role in enhancing generation
quality and enabling more precise action decoding.

2) Effect of Active Region Quality on Performance:
Table II shows the impact of active region quality on the
success rate. Incorporating active regions in the unsupervised
way described in the paper yielded a performance boost of
+3.3%, +1.3%, and +8.6%. This boost is even more (+9.9%,
+11.9%, and +13.7%, respectively) when the active region
prediction model is trained with ground truth active regions.
Furthermore, using ground truth active regions during infer-
ence led to even more substantial boosts (+16.6%, +24.4%,
and +24.8%, respectively). These results show that the task
performance continues to improve with higher quality active
regions and underscore its critical role in enhancing task
success rates through video-based policy learning.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we present ARDuP, a novel framework
for video-based policy learning by prioritizing active region
generation. The video planner in ARDuP is a decomposed
video generator: firstly, active regions are generated via a
latent conditional diffusion model based on text input and
an initial frame; secondly, video latents are synthesized
with additional active region conditioning. The synthesized
latent sequences are then decoded into action sequences
through a latent inverse dynamic model. During training, we
obtain active region supervision without human annotation
by using Co-Tracker for moving point tracking and SAM for
pseudo mask generation. ARDuP is validated on the CLIPort
simulator and the real-world BridgeData v2 dataset, showing
notable success rate improvement and the strong ability to
generate realistic and action-centric video plans.
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